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Abstract
This paper outlines a project proposal to be submitted to EC H2020 call ICT-292018. The purpose of the project is to create a digital Baby (dBaby) - an agent
perceiving and interacting with the 3D world and communicating with its Teacher
via natural language phrases to achieve the goals set by the Teacher. The novelty of
the approach is that neither language nor visual capabilities are hard-coded in dBaby
- instead, the Teacher defines a language learning Game grounded in the 3D world,
and dBaby learns the language as a byproduct of the reinforcement learning from
the raw pixels and character strings while maximizing the rewards in the Game. So
far such approach successfully has been demonstrated only in the virtual 3D world
with pre-programmed Games where it requires millions of episodes to learn a dozen
words. Moving to human Teacher and real 3D environment requires an order-ofmagnitude improvement to data-efficiency of the reinforcement learning. A novel
Episodic Control based pre-training is demonstrated as a promising approach for
bootstrapping the data-efficient reinforcement learning.
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Introduction

The digital Baby (dBaby) project proposal to EC H2020 call ICT-29-2018 outlined in this paper is a
follow-up to the already running ICT-16-2015 project SUMMA.1 During the SUMMA project, it has
become apparent [1] that the current state-of-art NLP approaches to ASR, MT, NER, NEL, AMR,
KBP, Summarizing are suitable only for gisting purposes but will never achieve true natural language
understanding expected by the project user-partners BBC and DW for the news-monitoring use-case.
The current statistical NLP tools that learn from text-only corpora suffer from the symbol grounding
problem [2] and thus are constrained by the training corpora inter-annotator agreement ratio. The
deep learning methods have contributed vastly to approaching the corpora inter-annotator agreement
ratio, but they are helpless to overcome it.
Genuine natural language understanding requires a different approach. Grounded language learning
through reinforcement learning (RL) has recently emerged [3] as a promising alternative and is at
the core of the dBaby project proposal. The attractiveness of this approach is strengthened by the
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deep reinforcement learning recently demonstrating super-human capabilities both in Atari games [4]
and the very challenging game of GO [5]. This progress allows to speculate that someday dBaby
might achieve super-human fluency in natural language understanding and generation, although in
this project we aim only to demonstrate the basic viability of the approach.

Figure 1: Three reinforcement learning frameworks. (a) Atari, (b) AlphaGO, (c) dBaby.

Figure 1 illustrates how the dBaby approach relates to and differs from other reinforcement learning
frameworks. dBaby is a reinforcement learning agent perceiving and interacting with the 3D world
and communicating with its Teacher via written natural language instructions to achieve the goals
set by the Teacher. The novelty of the approach is that neither language nor visual capabilities are
hard-coded in dBaby - instead, the Teacher defines a language learning Game grounded in the 3D
world, and dBaby learns the language as a byproduct of the reinforcement learning from raw pixels
and character strings while maximizing the rewards in the Game. The dBaby framework differs from
the previous approaches in that Environment is split into 3D world and Teacher, where the Teacher
is the one defining the goal in natural language and providing the rewards according to the set goal.
In this way, the Game to be learned by dBaby is effectively defined by the Teacher, and 3D world
merely acts as a "visual language" in which the natural language gets grounded.
The goal of the Game is conveyed by the Teacher to dBaby as a character string (e.g. "Pick the red
apples"). dBaby treats this character string as part of the observation from the environment along
with the raw pixels observed from the 3D world. The reason why in Figure 1 (c) we separate the goal
from the observation is that they come from different sources - from the Teacher and from the 3D
world respectively and thus play rather different roles in the overall RL framework. It is interesting to
note that the concept of a "goal" separate from "observation" appears already in Figure 1 (a) depicting
classic Atari reinforcement learning as presented by D.Hasabis2 [4], where he describes it as "agent
finds itself in some sort of environment and it is trying to achieve a goal in that environment ... Goal
is simply to maximize the score". In case of the dBaby framework the "goal" is any natural language
phrase spelled by the Teacher, so it can be either "Maximize the score" or it can be a more high-level
goal like "Pick the red apples".
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So far the dBaby approach has successfully been demonstrated only in the virtual 3D world with
pre-programmed Games [3] where it requires millions of episodes to learn a dozen words. Section 2
illustrates the dBaby approach and shows that moving to a human Teacher and a real 3D environment
or self-play between dBabies requires an order-of-magnitude improvement to data-efficiency of the
reinforcement learning. In Section 3 we present Episodic Control (EC) [6] as a promising approach
towards bootstrapping the data-efficient reinforcement learning.

2

dBaby Baseline Implementation and Scaling Options

We refer in this paper to [3] as the baseline implementation of the dBaby framework despite that
paper not using the terms "dBaby" and "Teacher" for the grounded language learning task equivalent
to Figure 1 (c). An interesting aspect of this baseline implementation is that the agent (dBaby)
not only listens to the goals expressed as the natural language phrases by Teacher, but it is also
able to output the names of objects it sees, eventually leading to the two-way natural language
communication. Although this aspect is not essential for the core dBaby framework illustrated in
Figure 1 (c), eventually it is of interest for natural language generation and for self-play where one
dBaby acts as a Teacher for another dBaby similar to Figure 1 (b).
As was demonstrated in the baseline implementation3 it is possible to create a pre-programmed
Teacher to teach the dBaby the embodied meaning of simple sentences like "pick the blue object" or
"pick the red TV next to a green object in the magenta room" in the simulated 3D world. Using a
gradual curriculum it would likely be possible to extend the pre-programmed Teacher for teaching
more extended tasks like moving objects around or placing objects into some arrangements. However
scaling a pre-programmed Teacher to even more varied or random tasks would be difficult, because
the Teacher not only has to recognize when a goal has been achieved, but also needs to describe the
goal in clear natural language through some language generation module. Language generation might
be handled by self-play between the Teacher and dBaby [7] and eventually might lead to super-fluent
language skills of Teacher and dBaby, but it would be difficult to force this generated language to be
close to natural English.
Therefore a more attractive approach in the near term would be scaling the dBaby framework towards
human Teacher and real 3D environment. This would require an order-of-magnitude improvement to
the data-efficiency of the reinforcement learning because neither a human Teacher nor robot in a real
3D environment can sustain millions of training episodes.
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Data-Efficient Reinforcement Learning

dBaby baseline implementation [3] uses A3C approach [8] for deep reinforcement learning. To
integrate visual and textual inputs, the A3C neural network is preceded there by the Visual embedding and Word embedding networks, the low-dimensional outputs of which are concatenated
before feeding into the A3C network. To improve the data-efficiency of the combined network, the
embedding networks there are pre-trained through unsupervised auxiliary tasks. Particularly, the
Visual embedding is pre-trained with temporal AutoEncoder (tAE) [9] approach having objective to
predict the visual environment state from the previous states and actions taken by the agent.
In this section we propose an additional Episodic Control (EC) [10, 6] pre-training technique which
can be used together with tAE to further improve the data-efficiency of the reinforcement learning.
The combined pre-training data-efficiency gains in Figure 2 are demonstrated with simplified (policy
gradient) version [11] of A3C on the Atari Pong game, under the assumption that similar dataefficiency gains are likely also in the 3D environment of the dBaby framework.
In the first row of Figure 2 two randomly initialized baselines are shown. The graph (a) shows the
plain policy gradient reinforcement learning [11] performance on the raw pixels (8400dim) input
from the Pong game. The graph (b) shows the performance of the same policy gradient reinforcement
learning method when the raw pixel input is replaced by the low-dimensional (80dim) tAE output;
this setup corresponds closely to the baseline in [3] and illustrates the exceptional quality of tAE
output despite 100x lower dimensionality than the raw pixels.
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Figure 2: Data-efficiency of reinforcement learning with the combined tAE and EC pre-training on
Atari Pong game (episode count on the horizontal axis, score achieved on the vertical axis).

In the second row of Figure 2 the random initialization is replaced by the supervised pre-training
using game-play recordings from 160 episodes of the notoriously data-efficient [10] Episodic Control
reinforcement learning (c). The resulting graphs (d) and (e) show major data-efficiency gains
compared to random initialization in (a) and (b).
Due to space limitations we are omitting here the implementation details for this novel method, and
refer to the actual code provided online.4 All components of the integrated solution are described
in the publications referenced above and the novelty is mostly in the way they are combined. The
key trick enabling the exceptional performance of the integrated solution is that only the positive
examples from the EC game-play (state/action sequences leading to positive reward in the short term)
are used for supervised pre-training of RL weights. Another novelty is the use of more efficient
Cosine similarity for kNN calculation in the EC implementation along with a sequential recording
of all states (including duplicates) in the Episodic Memory thus preventing forgetting of any past
experiences.
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Conclusions

As a project proposal outline this paper clearly is not a finished work - it is rather a perspective on
future directions in the grounded language learning. Nevertheless, we hope it being fruitful sharing
our perspective already in this early proposal preparation stage.
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